March 5th 1986

CSUSB
Week Recognizes Women's Roles in History

by Theresa Ross

National Women's History Week is being celebrated this week, beginning March 2 and ending March 8. This annual event is scheduled to include March 8th, a date proclaimed "International Women's Day" around the turn of the century. This day was established to recognize the tremendous part women played in the organized labor movement.

Throughout history women have been early leaders in every movement that led to progressive social reform securing their own right to vote in 1920 to leading our country's underground railroads, and later the civil rights movement.

National Women's History Week was designed to encourage the study of women who have contributed to human rights. Stories of these courageous women will hopefully inspire others to contribute their own special talents towards our fight for equal opportunity for all.

Women have made many advances since they won the right to vote in 1920. Today women are the majority of our campus, and now comprise 56.7% of our nation's workforce. The "gender gap" is now a deciding factor in our national elections. In 1982, three of our country's governors were elected by female votes. Women are now becoming political leaders and are now playing a major part in the social reforms that are necessary to safeguard our country's future.

In the United States only 78 of our families are comprised of a working father and homemaker wife. Today 23.6% of our nation's families are headed by single mothers. Our society has failed to adapt to these drastic changes, making the "American Dream" impossible for increasing numbers of our children.

The inequalities in wages is of grave concern, with the lowest average now earning $6.08 per hour while the lowest rate for women is $3.35 per hour. Unfortunately 80% of our women are employed in low paying occupational categories that offer few if any benefits and little reward for superior performance.

"Women: Builders of communities and dreams"

Nationally 46% of households living below the poverty level have an absent non-custodial father who pays no child support. The fact that only 19% of divorced fathers continue to pay child support three years after a divorce has forced many families to turn to our government for financial help. The fact that a mother can earn much more money on AFDC than she can from contributing her labor has locked many of our country's families in poverty, and the desperation of depending on government for support. Unfortunately, the plight of older women is equally severe.

"Women: Builders of Communities and Dreams" is the theme for this year's week of study and reflections. The Cal State Campus Organization for Women has scheduled a week of inspiring lectures who will share their knowledge with us. We are all affected by the "feminization" of poverty, since society is put at risk when increasing numbers of our country's future leaders are being supported by women who can not afford the "luxury of work".

Scheduled speakers for this week include Dr. Dorothy Metcalf, assistant professor of Communications; Evelyn Wilson, Mayor of San Bernardino; Judith Rymer, Executive Dean of CSUSB Relations; Shauna Oarfe, City Clerk for San Bernardino; Wilma D. Carter, Rialto Board of Education member; and Susan Reddy Butler, from the American Association of University Women.

Saturday, CSUSB will host a Business and Professional Women's Conference in the Cal State Commons from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Club Meeting

The next meeting of the Gay and Lesbian Union will be held on Tuesday, March 11 from 12:00-1:00 p.m. in Student Services 171. We will have a presentation on "Feminism Action" from a representative of P.A.C.E., Political Action Coalition for Elections. We will discuss political activities. Students, faculty and staff are encouraged to attend. For more information, contact faculty advisor Dr. Craig Henderson, Dean of Student Office, 887-7524.

Hunger in America

by Melissa E. McDowell

The National Student Campaign Against Hunger has launched a new program to combat hunger in America. Action for Community Transformation (ACT) has been created to offer financial assistance to student projects, as well as a summer expedition to Africa for students with the most effective way to solve hunger in America. ACT is made up of three components: a resource center for organization; a speaker bureau that includes experts dealing with hunger problems and an incentive fund that will provide small grants for projects that require financial assistance.

San Bernardino Sees the Appearance of Two Astronomy Exhibits

by Melissa E. McDowell

Two astrological exhibits are currently on display at the San Bernardino County Museum until June 1st. The first, "Our Changing Planets: Landforms on Earth and Beyond," is a series of photographic images showing the effects of earthquake faults, wind, water and man upon the Earth. The second display will be meteorites of the southwest, including aerial shots of Cal State San Bernardino, will be compared to NASA composites to show similarities between our planet and Mars.
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Dean Search Enters Semifinal Round

by Melodie E. McDowell

The search for three candidates to fill the positions of deans on campus continues. J. Cordell Robinson, Associate Vice President of Academic Personnel, reports that the three committees assigned to pick deans have been moving along smoothly, says Robinson. "The only trouble we have now is that all the things happening during March." He explained that members of the committees have other things going on such as finals, spring break and registration.

"Because March is proving such an awkward month, we decided to push our target date ahead into April," Robinson added. "But within the committees themselves things are going very smoothly." Dr. Stella Clark, acting dean for the school of Humanities, is among the semi-finalists for that position. Dr. Pierce, acting dean for Social Sciences, chose not to submit a resume and therefore is not trying for the position of permanent dean of that school.

Robinson says applications have come from all over the county and many were from the Cal State system itself. "Each committee made significant efforts to ensure women and minorities were not overlooked," he said. "Business is, unfortunately, the only school where some women are not semi-finalists." When the committees have reached their decisions on the finalists, they will be asked to attend an open forum on campus. For their part, faculty are asked to attend and ask questions.

In order to increase participation in the selection process, the forum will be held in the Student Union.

Robinson asks that anyone with suggestions on how to improve involvement with this stage of the selection process contact him in the office of Academic Personnel.

Forensics places at yet another tournament

by John Purcell

Members of the CSUSB Coyote Forensics team attended the 1986 Rawson Center Forensics Tournament hosted by CSU Fresno Feb. 21-23.

The seven member delegation consisting of members Steve Coger, KarenEllen, Steve Kemp, Eliza McClain, Benjie Moreno, John Schaefer, and Matt Webster came home with four second place trophies. Eilers won a second place trophy for her performance in the Individual event of Junior Varsity Extemporaneous Speaking.

McClain won second place in Junior Varsity Persuasive speaking. And the team of Moreno and Webster each won trophies for their second place finish in Duo Dramatic Interpretation.

According to Director of Forensics Mike Hope, "The team of Moreno and Webster has done consistently well in competition. Their success is due in no small measure to the excellent coaching provided by Dr. Amanda Sue Rudinii." Dr. Rudinii is Professor of Theater Arts. She has really helped our duo interpretation team excell in this competitive event," Hope said.

The debate team of Kemp and Schaefer posted a 3-3 record in JV, debate and just missed breaking into the elimination rounds of the tournament. The small team's success was the best percentage-wise of any of the fourteen teams at the tournament. They finished seventh in the overall standings, beating such prestigious teams as CSU Hayward, CSU Sacramento, UC Santa Clara, and Stanford.

Market Research Opportunities

Do job opportunities seem limited? Come and see Robert Hellman, President of Field Management Associates as he speaks on job opportunities in the field of Marketing Research. Mr. Hellman will be the guest speaker for the Cal State Marketing Association's meeting, March 5th, at 12:00 noon in the lower commons in the Pine Room (125).

Mr. Hellman received his Master's degree in History at Long Island University and completed his undergraduate work at Lafayette University, Pennsylvania. After several years experience as the Project Planner for a major marketing research supplier called A.H.P., he opened a Riverside franchise of Field Management Associates—which is a marketing research firm.

His presentation on Wednesday will include a discussion of three levels of marketing research and the job opportunities available in each of these areas. The lecture will be open to the general public. Students who have not yet chosen what direction to take in terms of their career are particularly encouraged to attend.

This Is Your Student Union Take Advantage Of It!!

by Sherrin McLean

Did you know that you, as students, pay for the Student Union? The majority of the operating budget comes from Student Union fees collected from all students at registration. The Student Union is a non-profit corporation run by a Board of Directors as an auxiliary of CSUSB. Because the Union receives no state monies, even the building itself was paid for by student funds. Thus, students, this is your Union!

The Union is an important part of many students' college lives. Without it, many of us would not have a place to eat, meet, work or hang-out. How familiar are you with all of the services located in your Union?

Pub & Snack Bar

The Pub and Snack Bar provide the campus community with an alternative to eating in the Commons (thank heaven). The Pub also offers alcoholic beverages (thanks again). Video games, a pool table, a wide-screen TV, and live entertainment on Wednesday evenings.

Lounge

The Lounge is a popular resting place for students. In fact, during mid-terms and finals, many of the campus natives can be seen here in fully reclined positions, eyes closed, and moving. Meet friends here, read, or just enjoy the fireplace on a cold day.

Tuesday Nights

NAME THAT
FACE CONTEST
WINNER IS.... LAURA MIKLD !!!!

LAURA CORRECTLY NAMED PRESIDENT TONY EVANS FACE.

PASSES TO THE AMC COMMERCE CENTER THEATER CAN BE PICKED UP AT THE S.U. DESK.

NAME THAT FABULOUS FEMALE
WINNER IS.... MARGARITA MIKLD !!!!

MARGARITA IS THE SELLING SALT OF THE EARTH.

Any Drink $1.00

 margarita, Mai Tai, Martini, Beer, Wine, alkaid tea, Pina Colada, Tequila Sunrise, Black Russian, Smirnoff, Chivas Regal, Crown Royal, Beefeater, Jack Daniels, Kahlua, Grand Marnier, Corona, etc.,

Comfort, relaxation, recreation, food, meeting areas, or a place to work: the Student Union serves many functions to us students. So spend more time there, after all, it belongs to YOU!
Whatever Happened to Sunday Drivers?
by Randy Smith

Some time ago Motor Trend ran an article describing the habits of many drivers. After viewing these habits myself, I felt compelled to make a list of my own "auto antics" that apply to a lot of fools who drive a pulsating 45 mph and they speed up to license of a cereal box top.

No-Passers-those people like to drive a pulsating 45 mph while someone is behind them, and then, when somebody attempts to pass them, their car suddenly becomes a top-fueler and they speed up to 60 or 65. I realize that this is sometimes as unconscious a reaction, but there must be millions of people out there who like to do this sort of thing every day. Maybe they are employed by some car company to test throttle response and driver awareness under highway conditions.

Left-Laners -They're similar to the no-passers except they like to stay in the left-lane and maintain a speed of 45 mph. Driving under the speed limit is fine, but I think the left lane is the wrong place to do it.

Blinkerites -Don't you love people who like to make turns without signaling? Turn signals are not an option, they are there for a reason.

Freeway Beastsbytes -It never ceases to amaze me how people will spend all morning getting dressed and still be dressing in the car while driving. Maybe we should just live in our cars since we also eat in them half the time.

Over-the-Road Informers -I want to know how these people can read the newspaper and watch the road at the same time, not worrying about the cars they cut off in the process.

Gapazers -It is true that space should be allowed between cars as a safety measure, but two miles?! I guess you'd never have to worry about smoke fumes from that diesel in front of you.

Blinkerettes -As the name suggests, they are related to the Blinkerites, but the Blinkerettes like to turn on their turn signals on you about two miles before they turn. And if they never turn, it's even worse.

Four-Way Stoppers -Ever been the first person at an intersection, only to be the last one to leave? Have people forgotten what is right and left?

Tailgaters -I hate people who like to ride the bumper of the car in front of them. They act as if riding your bumper will bring the wind velocity to an equilibrium with their car's aerodynamics. Come on-this isn't a race. I like to hit the brakes when people do this, but maybe that's being too nice, they deserve more.

Color-Blinders -Since when did red mean "GO"? Everybody's in such a hurry that even if it's yellow two miles in front of them, they zoom through the red when they get there.

This is only a handful of the antics that I could think of. After all, I've got to start watching the road, there may be somebody else on it.

---

Movie Review

"Bedroom Eyes" doesn't deserve a second glance
by John Purcell

An incredibly rotten piece of filmmaking came out last Friday. It's called Bedroom Eyes. The movie is about a stockbroker who, on his nightly job stumbles on to a house where the most bizarre things go on. He is attracted to the window by a flashing red strobe light. After witnessing an exceptionally lewd act he hears someone coming and runs back to his car.

But, unfortunately, that is just the beginning. To go further into the plot, would be to give the film much more than it deserves because it is a stretch of the imagination to even say the story has a plot. I should, however make note of one of the actresses. Her name is Barbara Law and the stars as the women Mr. Ross, our stockbroker turned peeping-tom, comes back night after night to watch through the conveniently open window. Barbara Law probably puts on one of the worst acting performances I have ever witnessed. However, I should also note that the film isn't one which calls for the acting talents of a Meryl Streep or even a Bo Derek. It merely calls for her to remove her clothes in numerous scenes. I must stress my feelings of sadness for her since, at the beginning of the film her credit said, "Introducing Barbara Law as Jobeth." This leads me to believe that it is her first major acting role. Law should pray that very few directors and casting agencies see her in this film because, if they do, it will surely be her last. I believe it or not the film is supposed to be a mystery. However, the mystery is a very small one and, though it is supposed to be the big storyline, it seems secondary—actually fourth or fifthary—to the almost continuous peep show the film is.

Bedroom Eyes is definitely one to pass on.

---

Tuck away the best protection against accidents.

When you first switched from pads to tampons, you probably used an applicator brand. Because mom did. Or your older sister. Or your best friend. Now you know a lot more about yourself. And you're ready to choose a tampon that's right for your lifestyle. Try o.b. It's designed to simplify your life.

o.b. is simply the best protection against accidents. That's because o.b. was designed by a woman gynecologist who understood your needs. o.b Tampons expand gently as your flow demands to keep you protected and worry-free. And you can hide o.b. in your pocket or tiniest purse! o.b. is all protection, without the applicator. So there's nothing bulky to carry around and nothing to throw away. It's so simple!
Avoiding Acquaintance Rape

San Bernardino Rape Crisis Organization for Women.

Wells, Executive Director of the Agency. This program was brought up some interesting facts about date rape, rather than their verbal aspects.

A number of conditions are specifically excluded under this voluntary insurance plan. These are detailed in the brochure. It is important to note that any medical condition that existed prior to purchasing the insurance will not, repeat, will not be covered. This insurance does not cover all hospital expenses, but it certainly helps. Student coverage is effective from March 26 to June 15 for $41.50, or from March 26 to September 15 for $83.00. Coverage is also available for a student's spouse and/or children. The plan has a Basic Benefits portion that covers up to $2,500.00. Expenses above this amount are covered for 80% (the student pays 20%) after a deductible of $100.00. The maximum coverage for any one illness or accident is $20,000.00. The benefits and exclusions of this plan are explained fully in the brochure available at the Student Health Center. Be sure to read it carefully and understand the coverage before purchasing the insurance. Keep in mind that this insurance can only be purchased until April 25 to cover you during the Spring Quarter. Don't procrastinate-check it out today.

Just a Reminder: March 5th is the day you can get free dental screening on campus. Loma Linda University School of Dentistry students and faculty will be on campus screening for prospective California Dental Board patients. No appointment is necessary, and it takes about 15 minutes. You may qualify for up to $300 worth of free dental work. Stop by Room 219 W in the Upper Commons between 11:00 and 2:00 and 4:00 to 6:00. They will also be located in the Student Union lobby from 2:00 until 4:00.

Are You Covered?

Don't wait until it's too late! Many of our students have no health care insurance. Basic health care needs can be met at the Health Center on campus. However, if for some unfortunate reason, a student requires hospitalization or other medical services not provided by the Health Center, he or she can end up with some staggering medical bills. To help students with this problem, the Health Center offers a student accident and sickness insurance plan through a private insurance company. This plan is designed to provide coverage for emergency situations, while keeping the cost as low as possible. It is basically a hospitalization plan, since it is assumed that students will use the Health Center for their basic medical care, and use the insurance only for those services not provided on campus. A number of conditions are

How To Battle Date Rape

by Jackie Wilson

On Thursday, February 20th in the S.U. Senate Chambers, "Avoiding Acquaintance Rape" was the topic presented by Jo Ann Wells, Executive Director of the San Bernardino Rape Crisis Agency. This program was sponsored by the Cal State Organization for College Women.

Mrs. Wells brought up some interesting facts about date rape, nothing that men pay more attention to a female's behavioral messages rather than their verbal actions, which can imply exactly the opposite of the other. The behavioral message that you send out can make you vulnerable in that kind of situation with a male. She said that language is filled with double messages. Women must work on clearly stating feelings to their date in order to prevent a possible rape situation. She stressed that one of the most powerful self-defense techniques to use in cases of possible rape is psychological preparedness. Learning this form of self-defense is one of the most positive actions a woman can take, or is found to be very effective in deterring assaults. Another point she touched was the behavior of a woman on a date. Mrs. Wells said that behavior does not necessarily need to be changed altogether, but to make clear to your date what you expect it to be. Pay attention to your gut reactions and feelings. It is a fact that 1 out of every 4 college women have been victims of rape or attempted rape and that 90% of these women knew their assailants prior to the attack. For more information and literature on acquaintance rape, please contact the San Bernardino Rape Crisis Agency at 1875 North 'D' Street or at 882-5291 or 1-800-222-7273.

Ready to let your nursing career soar?

U.S. Air Force has the career opportunities you've been looking for. The Air Force recognizes the contributions of its nursing staff with the most up-to-date benefits available. Whether it be the opportunity to develop management and leadership skills as an Air Force officer, nurses enjoy high flying benefits and top rewards including:

• excellent starting salary
• competitive medical and dental care
• 30 days of vacation each year - with pay
• the numerous benefits of the Air Force lifestyle
• the opportunity to serve your country

If this description characterizes your outlook on the nursing profession, the U.S. Air Force has the career opportunity you've been looking for. To meet the challenge, apply to the Air Force by calling 1-800-423-USAF.

Nurses Wanted

You aim high in your profession. You demand excellence in your performance and the environment in which you work. You take pride in providing key nursing skills, accepting responsibility and meeting the challenges ahead.
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Dear Mable:

I feel so adolescent. I’ve got a full-blown crush on this person in one of my classes. I lose my mind whenever this person is near and cannot keep my eyes from looking. It must be equally uncomfortable for the both of us.

I’ve tried drawing nicely and making intelligent input during class, to no avail. But, the other day we made eye contact and what seemed to be an advance was made but I became nervous. Mable, I looked away.

My friends tell me I should ask her out. They insist she won’t say no. But the situation gets weird, I think she may have a boyfriend. Then, if I asked her and she said “no”, I have a boyfriend and would be embarrassed every class until the end of the qtr.

I don’t want a relationship, I would just like the chance to get to know her better. It’s been so long since I’ve been attracted to someone in this way. What do I do?

Signed,
414

Dear 414:

Yes...It’s spring! I’ve been flooded with letters about crushes. The letters answered on this page alone are just a sample of the dozens of letters pouring into my office daily. From what you tell me she seems as genuinely interested in you, as you are in her. Perhaps your avoiding her eye contact could be seen as your being non-interested. Change her mind. Ask her out. What can it hurt? The worst she can say is no, and I can only assume her feelings are the same. If this is the case, do as your heart tells you, and not what your/her friends tell you. As far as changing your lifestyle, and keeping it there, well, if you both are willing to make a go of it, then your love for each other should pull you through. If you feel I haven’t answered your question, perhaps the two of you should visit the counseling center on campus. They’re trained professionals and it’s free. What can you lose?

Mable

Dear Mable:

Someone is trying to drive me crazy. I’ve had my tires slashed three times since Labor Day, sand in my fuel tank, and most recently death threats. I’ve got two possible suspects; my ex-boyfriend or my father’s murderer. (My father was shot when I was 16 and his murderer is out on parole.) I’ve approached my ex, but he denies all. But he recently showed up at my place of employment and was transferred closer to my home. He used to be so rational and sweet. I can’t believe it would be him.

The police already suspect my father’s murderer, should I also tell the police about this guy? What should I do?

Signed,
Ready to Drop

Dear Ready to Drop:

You are in quite a predicament. First of all, be sure to utilize every safety measure available to you to ensure your well-being, as well as those around you. Secondly, yes, you should alert the police to your concerns regarding your ex-boyfriend. It’s a thin line between love and hate, an old cliché but appropriate. He may not be the culprit but, you’ll be that much safer if the police are aware. Lastly, try to stagger your daily schedule. This will keep you from being a sitting duck and more apt to notice frequencies of situations and people. Be careful.

Mable

Dear Mable:

I am currently a student here at CSUSB. I have a rather large crush on this girl in the dorms, and I think that I’m in love with her, but I have a problem. I’m gay. She is aware of this, and we’ve spoken many times about “us” a lot, and we are both confused. I am afraid to change my lifestyle of fear that our relationship won’t last when she graduates, and she’s afraid the change of lifestyle won’t last. I’m so worried. My friends object to me seeing a girl and her friends the same about a gay man. What do we do? Please help us!

Sign as-
Secret Lovers

Dear Secret Lovers:

This is a very touchy subject for a mere advice columnist, but I think the answer is very simple. You believe you are falling in love, and I can only assume her feelings are the same. If this is the case, do as your heart tells you, and not what your/her friends tell you. As far as changing your lifestyle, and keeping it there, well, if you both are willing to make a go of it, then your love for each other should pull you through. If you feel I haven’t answered your question, perhaps the two of you should visit the counseling center on campus. They’re trained professionals and it’s free. What can you lose?

Mable

Dear Mable:

I am a dorm student, and I have a huge crush on this guy who lives in the Shandin dorm. He is so cute, and I find myself so nervous every time I see him. It seems that he is always everywhere I look. When I am at lunch or dinner, I sit where I can see him, even though I lose my appetite when I see him. We exchange glances always, and he once said hello in passing at dinner. I couldn’t believe it. From my room, I can see him lay out in the quad, and I can’t help but look stupid by staring when he walks by. I don’t know if he’s going out with this girl he’s always with or not, but I’m too shy and scared to ask him to lunch or something. Ask him to lunch or something. I am afraid I’m going to have to let my feelings fade, only because I can’t ask him out, and I don’t think he knows I like him, or he probably doesn’t like me in the same way I do for him. I’m lost in my feelings, I don’t know how to let him know who I am, and how I feel. Also, isn’t there a way to find out if he likes me without embarrassing myself afterwards? Please help.

Sign me-
Interested in Tony

Dear Interested:

I love letters about people who are head-over-heels for someone who doesn’t know the way the other person is feeling. It sounds like you care about him very much, but you don’t know how to express it. How does he feel about you? The two of you are exchanging looks, so it seems that he may like you just as well, but the two of you are waiting for an advancement from each other. So my answer would be to the both of you (Tony if you are reading), one of you two need to take the initiative and get to know the other!! What a waste when two people lose out to shyness of the other. Good Luck.
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Mable

Dear Mable:

I am a dorm student, and I have a huge crush on this guy who lives in the Shandin dorm. He is so cute, and I find myself so nervous every time I see him. It seems that he is always everywhere I look. When I am at lunch or dinner, I sit where I can see him, even though I lose my appetite when I see him. We exchange glances always, and he once said hello in passing at dinner. I couldn’t believe it. From my room, I can see him lay out in the quad, and I can’t help but look stupid by staring when he walks by. I don’t know if he’s going out with this girl he’s always with or not, but I’m too shy and scared to ask him to lunch or something. Ask him to lunch or something. I am afraid I’m going to have to let my feelings fade, only because I can’t ask him out, and I don’t think he knows I like him, or he probably doesn’t like me in the same way I do for him. I’m lost in my feelings, I don’t know how to let him know who I am, and how I feel. Also, isn’t there a way to find out if he likes me without embarrassing myself afterwards? Please help.

Sign me-
Interested in Tony

Dear Interested:

I love letters about people who are head-over-heels for someone who doesn’t know the way the other person is feeling. It sounds like you care about him very much, but you don’t know how to express it. How does he feel about you? The two of you are exchanging looks, so it seems that he may like you just as well, but the two of you are waiting for an advancement from each other. So my answer would be to the both of you (Tony if you are reading), one of you two need to take the initiative and get to know the other!! What a waste when two people lose out to shyness of the other. Good Luck.

Mable
THURSDAY
MEETINGS
- Uni Phi meets from 11am-12pm in the S.U. Senate Chambers
- Beta Club meets from 1-2pm in S.U. room "B"
- Delta Sigma Phi meets from 6-9pm in the S.U. Senate Chambers

DISCUSSION
- Cal State Organization for College Women celebrates Women’s Week “Is the Voucher Plan a Viable Tool for Our Children’s Education?” with Wilmer Carter from Noon-1:30pm in the SUMP
- “Black Perspectives From the Past for the Future” with Shirley Chisholm from 7:30-8:30pm in the SUMP

SATURDAY
CONFERENCE
- Cal State Organization for College Women celebrates Women’s Week All day conference with discussion, speakers, lunch, etc. 7am-5pm, Lower Commons

MEETINGS
- Finance Association meets from Noon-1pm in C-205
- Toastmasters Club meets from Noon-1pm in the S.U. Senate Chambers

SPORTS/LEISURE
- Co-Rec. Volleyball begins at 3pm, Outdoor Courts

FRIDAY
MEETINGS
- Committee for Clubs meets from 8:30-10:00am in the S.U. Senate Chambers. Will be discussing “Battle of the Clubs Spacemobile”. All Clubs interested in earning $ should attend
- A.S. Referendum Task Force meets from 11am-12:30pm in the S.U. Senate Chambers
- Black Student Union meets from Noon-1pm in S.U. room “B”
- Campus Crusade for Christ meets from 7-8:30pm in CA-139
- Alpha Phi meets from 6-9pm in the SUMP

LITURGY
- Newman Club Mass begins at 11am in the Pine Room (C-125)

Your College Degree Can Mean a Great Future For You in the Air Force
The Air Force has openings now for college graduates. Your bachelor’s degree could qualify you for exciting and challenging positions like pilot, aircraft navigator, air weapons control officer, or missile launch officer. In addition, there’s excellent pay, 30 days of vacation with pay each year, graduate educational opportunities, complete medical and dental care, and more. An exciting, challenging experience is waiting for you as an Air Force officer. Find out how you can put your degree to work in the Air Force

Contact:
MSgt Roger Sherman
10155 Westminster Ave.
Garden Grove, CA 92643
(714) 530-5222 Collect Calls Accepted

AIM HIGH
AIR
FORCE

SPORTS/LEISURE
- The GYM will be open for recreation from 1-5pm

MONDAY
MEETINGS
- Finance Association meets from Noon-1pm in C-205
- Toastmasters Club meets from Noon-1pm in the S.U. Senate Chambers
- Latter-Day Saints Student Association meets from Noon-1pm in PL-212
- Future Teachers meet from 2-4pm in S.U. rooms “A” & “B”
- Student Union Expansion Committee meets from 3-4pm in the S.U. Senate Chambers
- Sigma Chi Omicron meets from 6-9pm in the S.U. Senate Chambers
- Alpha Phi meets from 6-9pm in the SUMP

SPORTS/LEISURE
- Intramural “A” Basketball starts at 8pm, GYM

TUESDAY
MEETINGS
- Special Events Committee meets from 8:30-9:30am in the S.U. Senate Chambers
- A.S. Board of Directors meets from Noon-Noon in the S.U. Senate Chambers
- Gay & Lesbian Union meets from Noon-1pm in SS-171
- Accounting Association Executive Board meets from 4-5pm in S.U. room “A”
- Newman Club Mass begins at 11am in the Pine Room (C-125)

LITURGY
- Newman Club Mass begins at 11am in the Pine Room (C-125)

SPORTS/LEISURE
- Intramural “A” Basketball starts at 8pm, GYM

WEDNESDAY
MEETINGS
- Latter-Day Saints Student Association meets from Noon-1pm in PL-212
- Information Management Association meets from Noon-1pm in S.U. room “A”
- M.E.C.H. meets from 1-2pm in S.U. room “B”
- Newman Club meets from 1-2pm in S.U. room “A”
- Hispanic Board Meeting from 3-5pm in the Panorama Room (C-104)
- Entertainment in the Pub with the Kelly McGuire Band from 6pm-11pm
Radio station contract let

The primary purpose of the radio station will be to support the instruction of broadcast courses in the communications department, particularly Communications 243 B (radio practicum), Jandt said. "When not in use by a class, the equipment will be available to all students for use under supervision."

Among other duties, the general manager will have to create and maintain a budget for the station, set goals, and keep logs. Other responsibilities include enforcing FCC rules and training the announcers. The position involves handling complaints, and overseeing station operations.

"College stations are traditionally more experimental in format and music." -- Dr. Jandt.

Tentative plans are to send the signal out via a local cable television company. San Bernardino residents will be able to get the station on a channel on their televisions. Proposed broadcasting time is between 8 p.m. and 8 a.m. Cal State hopes to broadcast under the call letters KSSB. "This is step one," Jandt said, "but it is an important first step. It will get us going."

Jandt is adamant that the station be operated on a professional basis. Applications are being accepted or on-the-air announcers, a music director, and a general manager. Initially, these positions will be unpaid. So far, Jandt has been besieged by student announcers. The program director's duties will include coordinating pre-recorded programs, public service spots, and maintaining the scheduling.

Eventually, the station will broadcast news, and subscribe to a wire service. The university has already received many pre-recorded programs, such as "Women's Life", "Radio Espana", "Dance Music International", and "Man and Molecule".

"We've been collecting records for the past six months," Jandt said. The sound is predominantly progressive, because smaller record companies provide free albums to college radio stations.

Jandt has been besieged by students wishing to be on-air personalities.

The program director's duties will include coordinating pre-recorded programs, public service spots, and maintaining the scheduling.

Eventually, the station will broadcast news, and subscribe to a wire service. The university has already received many pre-recorded programs, such as "Women's Life", "Radio Espana", "Dance Music International", and "Man and Molecule".

"We've been collecting records for the past six months," Jandt said. The sound is predominantly progressive, because smaller record companies provide free albums to college radio stations.

Jandt has been besieged by students wishing to be on-air personalities.

The program director's duties will include coordinating pre-recorded programs, public service spots, and maintaining the scheduling.

Eventually, the station will broadcast news, and subscribe to a wire service. The university has already received many pre-recorded programs, such as "Women's Life", "Radio Espana", "Dance Music International", and "Man and Molecule".

"We've been collecting records for the past six months," Jandt said. The sound is predominantly progressive, because smaller record companies provide free albums to college radio stations.

Jandt has been besieged by students wishing to be on-air personalities.

Round Table forum valuable but format needs improvement

Recently, on this campus a "round table" discussion was held about abortion. It is difficult to have a rational discussion on a topic so controversial, but the panelists did did a great job. The discussion was well planned and each person came prepared. Many legitimate points were made. I commend the Philosophy Club and the Intellectual Life Committee for a job well done. I only hope that in future discussions, panelists will be encouraged to be more receptive to the audience. Many of us wanted to participate and ask questions but were unable to do so.

The only participation allowed was through writing questions on cards for panel response. The purpose of this discussion was not to criticize or shoot down an opposing view. Rather, it was to give a critical examination by argument. Both sides represented wanted to inform the audience of various viewpoints and facts pertinent to them. It was also used as a persuasion tactic to encourage opponents or those who are undecided to take another look at their beliefs. With this in mind, I would undoubtedly have encouraged comments and questions from the audience. In fact, the only major criticism I have about the event was the lack of audience participation. I know several people who sat around me also felt the same way.

Prior to the discussion, the panel decided that the audience would not be able to fully participate. I realize time was a major factor, but I also feel some responses to written inquiries were drawn out unnecessarily. Some inquiries were misunderstood. I realize that the exact meaning of a question is difficult to determine when put in writing. I saw several people become frustrated because of this fact.

This letter is intended to offer suggestions on how to make future discussions more effective. As I understood the article in The Chronicle (15 January 1986), the "round table" talks "are designed to provide enriching experiences for the university community as well as the general public."

I would have been much more enriched had I been given the opportunity to ask questions or comment. Several statements were made that I did not fully comprehend that needed clarification. I feel with issues as this, that is important for the audience to participate and be heard. I hope we will have this opportunity in future panel discussions.

Pat Moreno
Highland
It's kind of like Nursery school for University freshmen

by Jackie Wilson

The High School-University Program here at CSUSB makes it possible for high school juniors and seniors to get a "headstart" on college before leaving high school. Students get the chance to sample university life on a part-time basis. Appropriate university courses may be taken at times convenient to a student's high school schedule.

The Admission requirements for this program are as follows: 1.) Junior or senior class standing in high school. 2.) A 3.0 or higher GPA in all high school work, beginning with 10th grade. 3.) A recommendation by your high school principal or his/her designee. 4.) Adequate high school preparation in prerequisite courses where they are applicable.

Fees for this program are $3.00 per quarter hour and students receive all the regular student services. New students are charged a one time fee of $2.00 for a student I.D. Also, a parking fee will be assessed. All fees are to be paid at time of registration, Spring Morn, Thursday, March 6th.

The following materials should be submitted to the High School-University Program, Administration Building, Extension 7520 no later than March 20th: 1.) A regular CSU application without the $53.00 fee. 2.) A recommendation by your high school principal or his/her designee. 3.) One current, official copy of your high school transcripts. After you have been admitted to the program, you may want to purchase a Class Schedule and Bulletin from the bookstore on campus. The Class Schedule contains a complete listing of all classes, information concerning registration and the final examination schedule. The Bulletin contains course descriptions and programs offered here at the University.

New students to the program are required to attend an orientation meeting on March 25th, where and location of the meeting will be given after admission to the program.

For more information, applications, and a list of the courses available, call Ms. Marina Kyrina at 887-7756 or at AD-192.

Assassin O-Grams?

by Steve Kavan

Ugh! You scream, as you are squirited in the face from all sides by water gun armed assailants. Well, don't be alarmed-it's only the Tokay assassins on another bit, and it's all in fun. The Tokay Assassins can be hired out by any dorm resident to put out a 'contract' on any other dorm resident. The idea is to raise money for our dorm, Tokay. The contracts will be sold in the upper dorms, Thursday, March 6th, and Friday, March 7th.

A good description of the victim is required, plus an additional information you can provide, such as class schedules, or where they hang out on campus. The game will begin on Friday night, March 7th. Boundaries start at the steps of the Library and end at the parking lot in back of the dorms. No hits will take place inside of dorm rooms or outside of the dorms. Students are advised not to take out your anger on the assassins themselves, as they are just students. After each hit, victims will be presented with a black rose, courtesy of the Tokay Assassins, and a card with a message from the person who put out the contract. So, if you want revenge on someone, you will be able to pay for an contract for anybody in the dorms that you want to hit. So, if you'd like to get somebody out these hot spring days, this is your chance.

Help bring the world together Host an exchange student.

by Jackie Wilson

Spring is just around the corner and that is the best quarter for course overloading.

During the March 27-28 registration, undergraduate students may sign for a maximum of 19.5 units. Those students that wish to overload may consider taking large lecture classes and G.E. classes when applying for course overload because many classes will be closed from regular registration.

In order to qualify for course overload, a student must have earned a 3.0 from the previous semester or overall 3.0 GPA. To enroll for an overload, students must obtain a "Course Overload Permit" from the dean of the school of their major. Underdeclared majors receive their permission slips from the Office of Undergraduate Programs (AD-198). After obtaining a course overload permit with the dean's signature, follow the "Add-a-Course" procedures and present the course overload permit with a Program Change Form and Fee Receipt. Generally, course overload permits are given to new CSUSB students. Also, this is the week for academic advising for the Spring quarter. Declared majors should contact the school of their major for an appointment. Underdeclared majors should contact the Advising Center in PL-107 or at extension 7520.

International Youth Exchange, a Presidential Initiative for peace, brings teenagers from other countries to live for a time with American families and attend American schools. Learn about participating as a volunteer host family.

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE Pueblo, Colorado 81009

(714) 756-3721
NAME THAT PLACE

WIN FOUR PASSES TO THE
AMC COMMERCENTER THEATERS

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I’VE BEEN THERE BEFORE,
IT’S MY NAME
FIND ME

SUBMIT YOUR GUESS TO
THE CHRONICLE OFFICE
BY FRIDAY, MARCH 7th.
THE WINNER WILL BE
CHOSEN RANDOMLY
FROM ALL CORRECT
ENTRIES, AND
ANNOUNCED IN THE
FOLLOWING ISSUE OF THE
CHRONICLE.

FRIDAY, MARCH 14, 1986 • 8:00 PM–1:00 AM

Students, Faculty, Staff, Families, and Guests may
enjoy the special price:

- Exclusive Movie Party—not open to the
  General Public
- Admission to Disneyland and unlimited use of
different areas (except rides)
- Free Parking—just show your party ticket
(at $20.00 value)
- Everyone wins a gift from the fabulous Gift-Giver
- Extravagant souvenirs
- Dancing at Hollywood

$11.50 Adults (ages 13 and over)
$9.50 Children (ages 3 thru 12)
Children 2 years and under free

Regular Disneyland General Adult Passport $49.50

Limited number of tickets will be available on the day of the event. Additional tickets may be purchased online.

For tickets contact: X 7743

SPECIAL EVENTS

the laughter.
the lovers.
the friends.
the fights.
the talk.
the hurt.
the jealousy.
the passion.
the pressure.
the real world.

A JOHN HUGHES PRODUCTION

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
MOLLY RINGWALD, HARRY DEAN STANTON
"PRETTY IN PINK" JOIN CRYER, ANNIE POTTS, JAMES SPADER AND
ANDREW MCCARTHY EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS JOHN HUGHES
AND MICHAEL CHINICH WRITTEN BY JOHN HUGHES PRODUCED BY
LAUREN SHULER DIRECTED BY HOWARD DEUTCH A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

AMC COMMERCENTER THEATERS

NOW OPEN
8 P.M. TILL 2 A.M.

Choice of
Live
Rock & Roll
New Wave
Music
or Lounge

All under
1 Roof

7 NITES A WEEK
- 10 Bars
- Crazy Contests
- Dance Floors
- Cash Prizes
- Disk Jockeys
- Full Service
- Giant Video
- Restaurant
- Relaxing
- Live Bands
- Capacity 2nd
- 18 & Over
- Invited

“THE FINEST IN THE INLAND EMPIRE”

5714 MISSION BLVD.
MISSION PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
RIVERSIDE, CA
682-3322

Dancing & Romancing

WET T-SHIRT CONTEST
EVERY WED. NIGHT

THE FINEST IN THE INLAND EMPIRE

the laughter.
the lovers.
the friends.
the fights.
the talk.
the hurt.
the jealousy.
the passion.
the pressure.
the real world.

A JOHN HUGHES PRODUCTION
What Are Your Views?

For several months an Ad Hoc Committee of the Faculty Senate has been studying the relative advantages of the semester system and the quarter system. The Committee has asked for student input on this important subject. At this time 11 CSU campuses operate under a semester system and Dominguez Hills is scheduled to change to semesters in fall, 1986.

A box has been placed on the main Student Union desk for your responses to this survey and your thoughtful written statements on how continuation or change of the quarter system would impact on your education. Please respond.

Joani George,
A.S. President

1. Class Level
   - Freshman
   - Sophomore
   - Junior
   - Senior
   - Graduate

2. Age
   - Under 18
   - 18-24
   - 25-30
   - 31-40
   - over 40

3. Sex
   - Male
   - Female

4. Number of units for which you are currently enrolled
   - 1-5
   - 6-10
   - 11-14
   - 15-19
   - 20 or over

5. Number of hours employed per week
   - 0-9
   - 10-19
   - 20-29
   - 30-39
   - 40 or over

6. Have you ever taken courses under a semester plan?
   - Yes (If "yes", proceed to questions 7-12)
   - No (If "no", skip directly to question 12)

7. Which academic plan is easier for planning and completing reading and written assignments?
   - Quarters
   - Semesters
   - Not Sure

8. Which is most conducive to effective learning?
   - Quarters
   - Semesters
   - Not Sure

9. Which is more convenient for course scheduling?
   - Quarters
   - Semesters
   - Not Sure

10. Which is more convenient for arranging work schedules?
    - Quarters
    - Semesters
    - Not Sure

11. Which plan leads to more student involvement in campus activities and intellectual life?
    - Quarters
    - Semesters
    - Not Sure

12. I believe the campus should
    - Remain on quarters
    - switch to semesters
    - Not sure

Why? Please give specific reasons? Your comments are appreciated.

Return to Student Union Desk by March 14, 1986
Censorship: A Parental Responsibility Not Gov’t’s

Dear Editor:

What is censorship, well I consulted a dictionary recently to find out what they said. "Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary" defines censorship as; "Assessors definition is The custom of relating to principles of right and wrong in behavior: Ethical."

From this I drew that censorship is a moral way of looking at principles of right and wrong. The biggest problem with this is the single danger word in the sentence, Moral. What are morals? Are all peoples morals the same? Of course not, if they were we would all be exactly the same. So from this we could safely say that not all people have the same moral values, I feel that is a safe thing to say. So back to the subject of censorship, now if a person male or female, had no morals they would not care what they possibly did and what they possibly saw. Whereas a person, be they male or female, with a high degree of morals saw two people engaging in sexual activity on a street corner, they would quite possibly be offended, morally, whereas the first person in this hypothetical situation would quite probably not mind or really care in the least. From this I can say that morals are relative to the individual. Now if we took these two people and let them talk about morality to each other, they would quite probably disagree. One of them may like something and the other might not, what one of them tolerates the other cannot. A question might arise as to which one of them is right. The answer to which of them is right and which of them is wrong is very easy, neither is right and neither is wrong.

Society controls the pendulum, which way morality goes is usually up to the majority of society, this is not necessarily right or wrong, but the majority seems to have the power (by numbers). An example would be the majority winner in an election win. But that does not mean that the winner of the election is the best qualified person in that election. By the same token just because a majority of people make a choice about the way society and its morality that it is necessarily right or wrong. Another example would be Prohibition in the early part of the century, the majority made the decision that alcohol was wrong so they banned its legal use for a number of years. Another example might be the protests against the military actions in South East Asia in the sixties, those people were the majority, that did not make them right or wrong, but being the majority they made the moral decision. Where is all this leading you ask, well the time has come.

Music. What I may like my neighbor may not like, does that make him right and myself wrong, no, we both have different individual preferences in music. So why should I tell him what he or she should listen to, and why should he or she tell me what I should listen to. We being adults have the common sense to know what we as individuals like and what we as individuals do not like, does that make all other music that we do not like, wrong. I do not tell the P.M.R.C. (Parents Music Resource Center) what to listen to and what not to listen to. I do not ask for labels telling that music might contain religious references. I might turn it around and ask that they label all christian music as “Music Containing Christian Lyrics”, or “Music Containing Jewish Lyrics”. That is absurd you say, look at the opposite, is that wrong, no it is not, but it is someone else’s morals, the majority’s morals, and not mine. The bottom line is if you don’t like the music don’t listen to it.

As for the parents of the world, it is your job to teach your children the way to look at both sides of the story, so they never grow up being too narrow minded or judgemental. We must educate the children so they will know what they as individuals like and what they may not like. Never tell one side of the story, that shows the bias built into a weak person, be aware and be open. For not all of you are alike in needs and desires.

Kal Pitaro

* The Media Commission needs a student rep.

* The 1987 Yearbook requires a yearbook coordinator to begin preproduction organization now.

* The Chronicle needs an Editor-in-Chief for the 1986-87 school year.

For applications and details, come to the A.S. office in the student union.

What nice do for fun when no one’s watching.

Kal Pitaroh